Abstract-This paper presents a protocol and design for concurrent and reliable group multicast (many-to-many) from bursty data sources in general networks. In a group multicast, any node can be a multicast source and multiple nodes may start to multicast simultaneously, i.e., an asynchronous access to the network. The reliable multicast protocol presented in this work is window based with a combined sender and receiver initiation of the recovery protocol. In reliable multicasting the necessary requirement is to ensure that data is received correctly by all the active members of the multicast group. The approach taken in this work is to combine the multicast operation with the internal flow control. As a result, it is possible to provide: 1) congestion-free multicast routing with a single and immediate acknowledgment message to the sender. Furthermore, in every multicast, 2) a node can access all the capacity allocated to its group with no delay, however, if several nodes are active in the same group, then the capacity will be shared fairly. In addition, 3) each sender in the multicast group uses a single timer, and 4) a node can become active or inactive in a transparent fashion, i.e., there is no need to explicitly notify the members of the group. A multiple criteria optimization study of the bandwidth allocation to each multicast group is presented. The optimization problem has two Min-Max objective functions: 1) for delay, which is caused by the number of links needed to connect the group, and 2) for congestion, which is caused by sharing a link among multiple multicast groups. The bandwidth allocation among multicast groups sharing the same link are further optimized using the Max-Min fairness criterion.
delay bound by minimizing the congestion and buffering inside the network. Our model considers concurrent group multicast in which any node can become a source within each multicast group and multiple group multicasts may coexist on the same network.
Our approach for reliable multicast, as described in Section II, is based on constructing a virtual ring for each group multicast. A virtual ring traverses each node in the group at least once. All the virtual ring links have the same rate, which is a fraction of the physical link bandwidth. The virtual ring access protocol is an emulation of insertion buffer or slotted ring protocols [14] in a store-and-forward packet switch network.
We present (in Section III) a window-based 1 multicast protocol which provides the following properties: 1) congestion-free multicast routing to all members of the group, 2) feedback to the sender when the packet completes its rotation around the virtual ring (it is used for incrementing the window-based protocol), 3) immediate access to the virtual ring when the multicast load is low, 4) use of the entire virtual ring rate by a single node if this node is the only sender in the group, and 5) fair access to the virtual ring by all the members of the multicast group.
Thus, the main difference of our work from previous work is the method in which we combine flow control, feedback, and fairness mechanisms together with the group multicast routing. Previous works on reliable multicasting only captures some of the properties presented in our work. For example, in [18] protocols for reliable one-to-many multicasting are discussed. In [1] , protocols are designed for a distributed environment and do not address issues such as acknowledgment/negative acknowledgment (ACK/NACK), timeout, and retransmission. In [19] , an interesting window-based scheme for inter-gateway protocol is presented. The protocol is based on creating and maintaining multicast trees at the gateways. However, it yields communication and message overhead due to the need of explicit ACK's. In [4] , a reliable protocol is presented for broadcast networks. This scheme is based on a stop-and-wait protocol between a receiver and the sender, thus it may result in low utilization. In [8] , a probabilistic approach to reliable multicast is proposed. In this protocol, for example, when a host detects a loss, the retransmission request is delayed for a random interval, which is chosen uniformly in the time interval between the current time and the one-way delay to the source. If the node during this delay interval receives a request for, 1 Informally, in window-based flow control protocol the size of the window determines the number of outstanding packets, i.e., the packets which have been sent but proper acknowledgments have not been received.
0733-8716/97$10.00 © 1997 IEEE or a retransmission of that packet, by subsequent multicast, it will cancel its outstanding request. The hope is that due to the random delays the number of requests and retransmission remains small.
Subgraph design methods for connecting efficiently the members of reliable or unreliable multicast groups have been suggested in several works. Source-based protocols make use of shortest path trees by building shortest paths from the source to all the destinations and then merging them into a tree. Link costs can be assigned as delay, distance metric or utilization in order to define the length for the shortest-path computations. Other approaches consider building a spanning tree of the multicast nodes rooted at the source node such that the total cost on the tree is minimized. The problem of finding a minimal total cost subgraph (in general it is a tree) to connect a selected subset of the nodes on a given network topology is the Steiner tree (ST) problem, which is NP-complete [9] . There are good algorithms for near optimal solutions of the Steiner tree problem (for a good survey see [10] ).
In contrast with a (core-based or Steiner) tree or with a shortest-path-based approaches, in this work we suggest a ringbased approach. The virtual ring can be a simple Traveling Salesman tour or an Euler tour on a Steiner tree. Construction of multiple multicast virtual rings is realized while optimizing the available physical link capacities, as it is shown in Section IV.
Although the routing length may be longer in our ringbased approach than that of the tree or the shortest path-based approach, the delay can be smaller. This is because the virtual ring minimizes the congestion and buffering inside the network. While in reliable tree-based multicast protocols, high load can significantly increase the packet loss, and as a result of retransmissions the delay will increase as well. Since optimal solutions are computationally too expensive, in Section V we present a heuristic approach to construct nearoptimum multicast trees using a Steiner tree approximation. We then show that a Max-Min fair allocation is possible in order to further optimize the virtual rings bandwidth.
II. CONGESTION-FREE GROUP MULTICAST

A. Group Multicast Over a Virtual Ring
In this work, we consider an arbitrary topology network with bidirectional links in which each node has one or more full-duplex ports. Each bidirectional link has the same capacity in both directions however, different links may have different capacities. Given a network, let be the set of multicast groups. Each node in may try and transmit at anytime. This property is important given the unpredictable and bursty "nature" of data traffic. Each multicast group has an allocated bandwidth of (bits/s), which are used by a group of nodes. A node can be in more than one multicast group.
The congestion-free property requires that the multicast packets or cells are not discarded inside the network because of congestion. 2 The congestion-free property is achieved by constructing a virtual ring for each multicast group, which traverses at least once each node. 3 The virtual ring can be a simple Traveling Salesman tour or an Euler tour on a tree. Each tour traverses all the nodes of a multicast group. A tour can be a combination of Traveling Salesman and Euler tours, see Fig. 1 , where a multicast tour for multicast is shown. Note that there are two types of nodes in the tour: the multicast nodes and some transient nodes that are used to connect the multicast nodes. The virtual ring for the multicast group in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2 .
The optimality of multicast groups involves two objectives: 1) minimizing the size of the tour and 2) minimizing the sharing of the links. In Sections IV and V, we show how to construct the multicast tours efficiently. Each multicast tour has some preallocated virtual rate, , which is shared among the members of the multicast group . We assume that the capacity of a given link is greater than the sum of the virtual rates of the multicast groups that are sharing this physical link.
B. Emulation of Congestion-Free Virtual Ring
There are several methods to emulate a congestion-free virtual ring, which is embedded in an arbitrary topology network. In the following, we present three relevant methods.
1) Insertion Buffer Emulation:
In order to emulate insertion buffer access protocol, all the virtual links should have same virtual rate. In this design each node that belongs to the same multicast group will monitor the virtual rate assigned and shared by its multicast group. The virtual rate monitoring is done using the sliding window method, with window size of and time interval . In Fig. 3 we present a scheme assuming ATM networking environment.
2) Emulation of Virtual Slotted Ring: This method is based on assigning one of the nodes to be the virtual ring bandwidth manager. The bandwidth manager emulates the virtual slots by sending virtual packets (in heterogeneous internetworking environment). Each virtual packet is initially empty. Upon encountering an empty virtual packet that belongs to its multicast group, a node can use it by adding the payload and some header information (e.g., source and destination addresses, sequence number). When such packet reaches its destination, which is usually also its source, it will become empty again.
The main function of the bandwidth manager is to determine the number of virtual packets , in the virtual ring with the virtual ring rate ( ) (b/s). Clearly, the objective is that: , where is the virtual ring delay (in seconds) and is the virtual packet size in bits. However, may vary since in asynchronous packet switch network the is not constant. Therefore, the bandwidth manager will adjust the by measuring the of each incoming virtual packet and by increasing or decreasing the number of virtual packets. If the bandwidth manager tries to eliminate a virtual packet which is not empty, it will mark it and the destination of this packet will eliminate it.
3) Emulation Using Time-Driven Priority: This emulation is based on the recently proposed time-driven priority; see [13] for details. In time-driven priority, the time reference on all the nodes is divided into time frames of equal duration, denoted by . Thus, the virtual ring rate determines the number of bits, , that can be transmitted for each virtual ring in every time frame:
. The bits can be transmitted as cells in ATM network or packets in heterogeneous internetworking environment.
C. Virtual Ring Fairness
A node on the virtual ring can be starved by traffic from upstream virtual nodes. For example, in the insertion buffer emulation the condition will be rarely true. In the virtual slotted ring emulation unfairness can happen because of the discard operation of virtual packets, which is done for adjusting the virtual ring rate. Therefore, even with source removal, implicit token passing protocols cannot be used for fairness together with the two emulation protocols.
The virtual ring fairness problem can be solved with two types of algorithms: local fairness [5] or global fairness [6] , [16] . Next we briefly present the global fairness algorithm.
Global Fairness Algorithm for a Virtual Ring: The algorithm is based on a control signal called SAT (from the word satisfied). In principle, the node forward the SAT signal upstream without any delay, unless it is not satisfied, which means that the node could not send the permitted number of data units since the last time it had forwarded the SAT signal. More specifically, the node is satisfied if between two visits of the SAT signal the node has sent at least data units or if it has nothing to send. If the node is not satisfied, it will hold the SAT until it is satisfied and then forward it. After a node forward a SAT, it can send up to more data units, before receiving and forwarding again the SAT signal, .
III. RELIABLE MULTICAST PROTOCOL
A necessary component in reliable transmission protocols is feedback or acknowledgment from the receiver to the sender whether or not the packet has been received correctly at the transport layer. In multicast this feedback operation can significantly increase the protocol complexity. In this section we show that the ring-based operation, with no-loss due to congestion, minimizes the number of feedback messages sent by the multicast receivers.
The reliable multicast protocol is performed at the transport layer on protocol data units (PDU's). If we are operating above an ATM network, we assume that a PDU is reassembled and is error free before being forwarded to the reliable transmission protocol.
The multicast PDU's are transmitted from the sender and received by multiple receivers in a FIFO order. Thus, successive PDU's from the same sender are numbered with successive sequence numbers, e.g., the th PDU is PDU . We use sliding window-based reliable transmission protocol [7] . The number of outstanding PDU's or the window size is , which means that PDU cannot be sent before the sender receives back an acknowledgment for PDU and all the PDU's that were sent before PDU . 4 The main novelty of our reliable transmission protocol is in the manner in which acknowledgments and retransmissions are being handled. The protocol is based on the following two procedures.
1) Implicit ACK (positive acknowledgment). This procedure uses the sent PDU which returns correctly to the sender as an implicit acknowledgment that all the nodes in this multicast group have "seen" this PDU in their network interface, i.e., the PDU has reached all the group nodes correctly. In this case there is only one ACK message for every multicast. 2) Explicit NACK (negative acknowledgment). In this procedure a receiver asks the sender for a selective unicast retransmission if its transport layer did not receive a specific PDU from its network interface. In this case a receiver will send an explicit unicast NACK message to the sender. The NACK message contains a request for a retransmission of a specific message, which will be sent only to the requesting node. Properties of the procedures are shown in Fig. 4 . We next discuss the two procedures of the reliable transmission protocol. As we will show, there is an important dependency between the two procedures of the protocol.
A. Implicit ACK Procedure
This procedure considers each PDU it receives back from the virtual ring as an implicit positive acknowledgment message. Based on this one may design a protocol with a timer for every multicast PDU (similar to the TCP protocol). In this method faulty transmission can be detected by either using sequence number or when a time-out occurs. However, having a timer per PDU is complicated, therefore, in the following we present a protocol design with a single timer per multicast connection [similar to the Xpress transport protocol (XTP)].
The procedure uses two queues: i) send-queue and ii) receive-queue. In order to initiate the detection of lost or faulty multicast PDU's we use a supervisory PDU or S-PDU. For simplicity and in order to avoid unnecessary retransmissions only one S-PDU, per multicast source, can be in the virtual ring at any given time. The single timer is used to detect the event of lost S-PDU's. It is set such that it will TIME-OUT only after the maximum time an S-PDU can be in the virtual ring has expired. Thus, when the sender node receives back the sent S-PDU it will: 1) reset the time and 2) send another S-PDU over the virtual ring. (This is the reason why only a single timer per multicast connection in needed.)
The procedure uses the following variables.
• -the size of the multicast transmission window.
• -the highest sequence number value of a sent PDU.
• -the lowest sequence number of a sent PDU in which an implicit acknowledgment has not been received: .
• -the state bit of a sent PDU. If the PDU is still outstanding, then (acknowledgment has not been received). After an acknowledgment has been received it will be changed to one.
• SENT -an array with the state of the PDU's in the transmission window, where is the sequence number and indicates the state of PDU . In Fig. 5 , an event-driven loop of the implicit ACK procedure is presented.
B. Explicit NACK Procedure
The explicit NACK procedure is initiated by the receiver in order to recover missing PDU's. The PDU's can be lost while being transferred from the network interface to the host or the host interface, where the transport protocol is implemented. Under normal operation condition, such a loss should be a rare event, and its main cause is input buffer overflow. (However, in most cases input buffer overflow can be prevented with proper design, as we explain in the next section.)
The procedure operates as follows.
• An active host receiver records the sequence numbers of the PDU's that it has received correctly from the network interface.
• When it receives S-PDU it will initiate a unicast retransmission request only for missing PDU's with sequence numbers smaller than . This is done in order to prevent sending NACK requests unnecessarily. Recall that up to sequence number all PDU's have been received correctly by the sender (with the Implicit ACK procedure), and therefore, such packets will not be multicast again.
• The reliable reception of the packets where retransmission was initiated by the NACK requests can be done by any reliable unicast protocol [7] .
C. Preventing Receiver Buffer Overflow
As we mentioned, the main reason for PDU loss between the network interface and the host is because of input buffer overflow. Such an adverse phenomenon should be prevented, since it can significantly reduce the multicast efficiency. This can be done by one or more of the following methods.
• Controlling the sliding window size-. This can be easily done by the sender by monitoring the incoming NACK requests. I.e., if there are no NACK requests the window size may increase, and if there are an increasing number of NACK requests, then the window size should be decreased.
• Holding the SAT control signal, when the input buffer is almost full, in a similar fashion as it is done for fairness (see Section II-C).
• Incorporating rate controller together with the sliding window operation, thereby limiting the maximum rate packets can arrive to the host interfaces.
• Direct indication to the sender to slow down the multicast in case some receivers are getting filled up.
D. Consequences of the Protocol
The protocol described in this section has several key properties.
• The ACK/NACK implosion and PDU retransmission problems have been solved. It has been achieved by combining: i) multicast routing around a virtual ring, ii) emulation of congestion-free virtual ring protocol, and iii) preventing input buffer overflow.
• The multicast protocol on every node uses a single timer per multicast connection. This is sufficient since the timer is used to detect lost S-PDU's and there is only one S-PDU per source in the virtual ring at any given time.
• Detection of last packet loss in a session is possible and simple. This will be done by sending the S-PDU once with parameter equal to parameter , i.e., by sending S-PDU . This will signal all nodes that there will be no more multicasts and if they did not receive some packets they should use the explicit NACK procedure.
• Nodes on the virtual ring can become active or inactive in a transparent fashion; i.e., there is no need to explicitly notify the members of the group. Moreover, a node that join the active multicast group should simply wait until it receives the first S-PDU. This attribute is due primarily to the implicit ACK procedure.
IV. CONSTRUCTION OF MULTICAST GRAPHS
In this section we consider the problem of constructing optimal multicast graphs to connect the nodes in a multicast group. Since the multicast protocol presented in this work is ring based, we consider two approaches to build a tour for obtaining a ring for each multicast group.
The first approach is to find a minimum cost tour to visit each multicast node exactly once (i.e., a simple cycle). This problem is known as the traveling salesman problem (TSP). The second approach has two steps: i) construct a minimum cost tree to connect the members of a multicast group, and ii) build an Euler tour on this tree to obtain the virtual ring. This approach has the computational difficulty of solving the Steiner tree (ST) problem. In this work we choose the later one because of the following reasons.
Both problems are NP-complete. Thus computationally they are equivalently hard, indeed some heuristics to solve TSP are based on first constructing trees [12] . Furthermore, the approximations of the optimal solutions for both problems are within a constant factor. The TSP-based approach has an advantage since each link is visited only once, whereas in ST-based approach a virtual ring result visiting each direction of a link. Thus, the TSP-based approach may yield a shorter routing length. However, maintenance of a cycle is more complicated than that of a tree. Thus, there is a tradeoff between constructing a cycle and a tree to connect the nodes in a multicast group. In this work we choose tree-based approach since it is simpler to construct and maintain.
In either approach, an important property of our model is that all links belonging to the same (virtual) ring have the same capacity. The optimality criteria for multiple group multicasts can be determined by multiple objectives: i) minimization of total number of links (and nodes) used in the multicasts, denoted by ; ii) minimization of maximum congestion, sharing of a link by different multicast groups, denoted by ;
iii) minimization of maximum size of a multicast tree, denoted by . In this section, we introduce a precise formulation of this problem and explain each objective function in detail. The formulation for building multiple multicast trees is based on the multicommodity flow problem. For each multicast source node, we define a commodity and send a unit traffic (e.g., one packet) from it to all the multicast nodes. The solution to the mixed-integer optimization problem specifies what links are supposed to be included in each multicast.
A. Formulation of Multiple Multicasting as a Multicommodity Flow Problem
Let graph represent a network with nodes and bidirectional links. Assume that each edge in has capacity (available bandwidth) (b/s). We assume a symmetric model so that each direction of a link has the same capacity.
Let be the set of multicasts such that is the th multicast. Each multicast has an expected bandwidth requirement (b/s), and consists of a set of nodes. Although we assume that is given, we shall present (in Section V-C) a Max-Min algorithm to determine a bound on , if it is not known in advance.
We
formulate the problem of finding subgraphs that connect the nodes in a multicast with minimum (overall) cost (for all
). We note that in [15] an integer programming formulation is given for multiple multicast groups to minimize a liner combination of multicast costs and delay. Our approach is different since it is based on solving a multicommodity flow problem to find multiple Steiner trees with a global cost optimization. The objective function can vary and will be explained in the following section. First we introduce the variables and parameters of the optimization problem as follows.
• Let be the first node in the th multicast. Define as the commodity the traffic to be sent from to all the nodes in the multicast . Let for notational simplicity.
• Define a flow variable which takes a real value and indicates the amount of commodity to be sent to node over the link .
• Define a zero-one variable which indicates whether or not the link is used by commodity . It takes value one if used; zero otherwise.
• Define a real variable to represent the total bandwidth requirement (congestion) on edge such that for all commodity . The solution to the mixed-integer multicommodity problem shown in Fig. 6 , provides values to minimize the cost function while connecting the nodes for each commodity multicast. The union of the links with , for induces a multicast tree denoted by .
The inequality (1) implies that a unit traffic is sent from to all the nodes in multicast . Equality (2) ensures the flow balance in and out of the nodes for each commodity. Equations (1) and (2) ensure that solution is a tree. Inequality (6) (which is redundant) ensures that only one direction of a link can be used by commodity to send traffic to a node. Inequality (3) requires that total bandwidth demanded on a link cannot exceed its capacity. Let us denote by the feasible region that satisfies the constraints (1)-(6).
In the formulation we did not specify the objective function since there can be different cost measures of interest. In the following subsections we introduce three cost measures that can be used to define . -Minimization of Average Cost: Assume a cost function on the links. Cost of a link can be the monetary (i.e., $/b), delay or physical length of the link and can be specified as a parameter for different performance measures. Then an objective function to minimize the total cost of the links can be defined as follows:
For example, if the link costs are unity then note that minimization of requires using minimum number of links to construct the multicast trees. Since this cost function considers minimizing the average cost overall, there are two potential deficiencies as follows.
1) Some links may be shared among different multicast trees and may become overloaded. 2) Ratio between the size of a multicast tree ( ) and the number of multicast nodes ( ) can be much larger for some multicasts. In other words, minimization of average cost may result large deviation between tree sizes (i.e., some trees may get "over charged"). Thus, in the following subsections, we introduce two cost functions to remedy the deficiencies of .
-Minimization of Maximum Congestion:
The links included into a virtual ring has uniform capacity which is bounded by the minimum of available bandwidths. Since the link bandwidth is shared among the multicast trees that include this edge, it is desirable to prevent some links from becoming overloaded (i.e., bottlenecks) and distribute the cost over the network as evenly as possible.
Note that the objective function does not penalize the link sharing among the multicast trees, but rather minimizes the average cost overall.
Let be the maximum value of on a link (recall that for all commodity ). Then, we can define a new objective function as follows:
The inequality (7) must be added to the optimization problem (i.e., the feasible region is also constrained by this inequality) shown in Fig. 1 : (7) and -Minimization of Relative Tree Size: Nodes included into a multicast tree can be of two types: i) multicast nodes and ii) some transient (Steiner) nodes (i.e., nodes that are not in the multicast , but used to connect the multicast nodes). Let denote the size-ratio, where is the number of nodes in the multicast tree . To minimize delay and waste of link bandwidths, it is desirable to minimize the ratio for each multicast tree . Let be the maximum value of size-ratio over all the multicasts. In order to prevent some multicast trees to be "over charged," we define the following objective function for the optimization problem subject to the constraints (1)- (6) Cost Tradeoffs and Multiple Criteria Optimization: Each objective function presented above has desirable properties, thus it may be important to find a solution in that simultaneously minimizes all of them. However, we note that these objective functions are in conflict with each other. For example, minimization of link sharing and congestion may cause an increase on the size of the multicast trees. Thus, the combined problem becomes multiple objective optimization problem defined as follows:
and and such that where is determined by the constraints (1)-(7) . In practice a solution to the combined problem will be near-optimal, thus in the next section we consider a heuristic approach to the combined problem. Once the multicast trees are obtained, then a virtual ring can be embedded onto each tree for the reliable multicast protocol.
V. HEURISTICS FOR NEAR-OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS
In this section, we consider fast heuristics to construct multicast trees while minimizing i) the maximum size-ratio (i.e., ) and ii) the maximum value of congestion on these trees (i.e., ). Our objective is to obtain nearoptimal solutions to the combined problem with the following simplifications.
• (i.e., all multicasts have same bandwidth requirement).
• each link has the same capacity.
• each link has unit cost.
• objective function of the combined problem is to and (note that due to assumption, is equivalent to ). The heuristic approach proposed in this work is based on breaking the combined problem into two subproblems and solve them separately. Phase 1: Minimize . Phase 2: Compute the maximum value of congestion on these trees and minimize it (i.e., ).
A. Phase 1: Minimize the Maximum Size-Ratio
The heuristic (shown in Fig. 7 ) is based on building a Steiner tree for each multicast using the distance network approximation [10] , [11] . In this phase, multicast trees are built one at a time independently.
The algorithm Tree_Construct has a preprocessing step in which all-pairs shortest paths using Floyd-Warshall algorithm in [3] . In Step 1 of the algorithm a complete graph is constructed for each group multicast . Nodes of the complete graph are the multicast nodes in , and the links are the shortest paths between them. Each link has a cost/weight which is the length of the shortest path between the end points. In
Step 2 a minimum spanning tree ( ) is built on each complete graph to identify the paths that connects the multicast nodes in . In
Step 3 each edge of the spanning tree is replaced by the corresponding physical path on the network graph to obtain a connected topology . Since may include cycles, in
Step 4 a spanning tree is build to obtain the multicast tree on which leaves are ensured to be in the multicast at Step 5. Note that preprocessing is the most expensive step, thus the heuristic has time complexity . We note that size of each tree is at most twice of the optimum [10] . Thus in the first phase, is minimized such that . However, since the trees are constructed one at a time, the number of shared links and value of congestion can be high. Let be the maximum value of congestion after minimization of in the first phase. In the second phase of our heuristic, the objective function is minimized while is tried to be preserved.
B. Phase 2: Minimize the Maximum Congestion
In this section, we present an algorithm that attempts to reduce as much as possible without increasing by replacing a congested link. We note that for some problem instances this may not be possible (i.e., we cannot find a replacement for the most congested link without an increase on ) while for some other instances, there could be some room for refinement.
It may be possible to assign weights to the cost functions to bias one over another (in order to ensure that ). However, assignment of bias factors is out of scope of this paper, instead first we establish a lower bound on the value of and then introduce our algorithm for refinement.
1) A Lower Bound on Maximum Congestion:
Denote by the number of distinct edges used in the multicast trees during first phase. Let us define . Note that Claim 1:
where . Proof: Left side of the inequality considers the case that all the distinct nodes, over all multicast groups , are covered by using minimum number of edges. A single tree which includes only the distinct nodes would have the lower bound . The right side considers the case where multicast trees are pairwise edge disjoint.
Note that gives the mean congestion value. Thus, we can establish a lower bound on the maximum value of congestion (i.e., ) since it is always larger than the average.
Theorem 1:
Note that this lower bound can be computed in polynomial time and used to determine the time complexity of the heuristic to minimize as explained below. 
2) Algorithm for Tree Refinement to Minimize :
In this section we present an algorithm to refine the multicast trees to decrease the value of while preserving the value of . As mentioned above, such a refinement may not be possible for each instance of the problem.
The algorithm (shown in Fig. 8 ). The algorithm is based on picking an edge with maximum congestion and removing it from a tree that includes it. Removing edge from tree requires the following conditions to be met: i) there is a path between the end points of this edge in the network (so that can be replaced with it on ), ii) this path is not too long so that new does not exceed , and iii) if the new path does not introduce more edges into . If cannot be removed from that particular then a new tree is sought to remove . At Step 1 an edge with maximum congestion is chosen from the array and search index for the multicast tree is initialized to the beginning (i.e., ). In Step 2, a tree which contains edge is found at . Next, the algorithm constructs a new complete graph and a distance network for multicast without using the edge . Note that if the connectivity of the physical network is at least two, then a new must be found. In Step 4, the distance increase caused by omitting edge in is computed. If the bound is not violated and new path does not introduce new edges with value then a new multicast tree is accepted.
If edge cannot be removed from that particular tree, a new tree which contains the congested edge is sought (Step 6). If the edge cannot be removed from any multicast tree that includes it (i.e., the flag Revised preserves its False value at Step 7), then we know that at least one edge will remain with maximum congestion. However, algorithm continues by choosing a new edge with maximum congestion value (going to the next iteration of the loop) and refines the trees as much as possible. Upon exhausting the loop counter, algorithm outputs the (revised) set of trees.
C. Max-Min Fair Allocation
Initially we assumed that the expected bandwidth requirement of each multicast is given. Thus, the virtual ring has capacity of at least . In the following we describe a method for fair allocation of bandwidth to virtual rings, based on the Max-Min fairness definition [3] .
Definition 1: Maximize the bandwidth allocation of virtual ring , subject to the constraint that an incremental increase in the bandwidth of does not cause a decrease in the bandwidth of another virtual ring whose bandwidth is no more than that of .
Next we show with a simple example how to compute the Max-Min bandwidth allocation to the virtual rings obtained by the heuristic. The computation proceeds in the following steps.
1) Initially, the link capacities, , are unassigned and all the virtual rings have no assigned capacity. 2) Identify the bottleneck link or links in the following way. Divide the unassigned capacity of every link by the number of virtual rings with unassigned capacity sharing it. A link that can assign the smallest amount to the virtual rings sharing it is a bottleneck link. For example in Fig. 9(a) , the link is shared by three rings and can be assigned to each ring, whereas the link is shared by two rings and can be assigned to each ring. Thus, link is the bottleneck.
3) Assign equal capacity to unassigned virtual rings sharing a bottleneck link. In our example, is assigned to , and , as shown in Fig. 9 (b). 4) Subtract the capacity already assigned to virtual rings from the unassigned capacity of all the network links. 5) Repeat 2)-4) until all virtual rings have an assigned capacity. In our example, in the second iteration there is one bottleneck link with unassigned capacity of 2/3, as shown in Fig. 9(b) . This unassigned capacity is assigned to virtual ring , which is the only ring with unassigned capacity in this bottleneck link. At this point all the virtual rings have an assigned capacity and this iterative computation terminates.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a solution to the reliable group multicast problem, which has many important applications, for example, in Network of Workstations (NoW). There are two contributions in this work: 1) A new ring-based reliable multicast protocol, which is unique in the manner acknowledgments and retransmissions are being handled. The protocol is performed by two main procedures: one with implicit positive ACK and multicast retransmission, and the other with explicit NACK and unicast retransmission; 2) a fast twophase heuristic approach for near-optimal allocation of link capacities to the multicast groups. We presented a multiple criteria optimization problem to minimize the maximum delay and the maximum congestion.
The reliable multicast protocol has several key properties, which are direct consequences of using congestion-free directed virtual ring: 1) The ACK/NACK implosion and PDU retransmission problems have been solved. 2) The windowbased multicast protocol on every node uses a single timer per multicast connection. 3) Nodes on the virtual ring can join and leave the multicast group in a transparent fashion. Therefore, there is no need to explicitly notify the members of the group.
